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Semester Project Reminder

Semester Project group presentations begin on Wednesday, 

November 20 and wrap up on Monday, November 25.

• See the presentation schedule posted online for your group’s 

presentation time slot.

• Please bring a paper copy of your presentation to submit on 

your presentation day.

• Remember that all project reports and project abstracts

are due on Monday, November 25.

Send abstracts to murray.rice@unt.edu, please

Hard copy (paper), please

Semester Project Reminder

Semester Project group presentations begin on Wednesday, 

November 20 and wrap up on Monday, November 25.

• Also note that the final exam will include an element that asks 

you to address the project presentations, so please attend and 

take basic notes on the presentations you see other than your 

own.

• Lastly, I want everyone to be present for both of the 

presentation sessions. Attendance will be taken at all 

presentation sessions.

Abstracts

An abstract is a one-paragraph summary of your project. 

Abstracts include brief information on:

• The problem you examined,

• The problem’s context (why it is important),

• What you did to research the problem,

• What you found, and

• What it all means

UNT’s course evaluation system (SPOT -
Student Perceptions of Teaching) opens 
on Monday, November 18 and runs 
through Thursday, December 5.

You should receive an email before 
November 18 providing guidance on 
how to respond. 

Please respond: I need and value your feedback on what worked 
well this semester, and what can be improved.

Thanks in advance for your 
helpful comments

Key City Focus: Phoenix
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Phoenix Climate Data Phoenix Population Data

Phoenix is in 

the Colorado 

River Basin

Phoenix

Phoenix is in 

the Colorado 

River Basin

Phoenix
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1923 2006

What about the water 
situation in the Southwest 

and California more 
broadly?

1923 2006

View about 40 minutes from arrival 

in San Francisco

https://twitter.com/Weather_West/status/1061316105308753920

California and the 

Southwest appears to be 

an ongoing focal point for 

drought in the US.

This is how much of 

California has burned 

in the last five years 

(the point is that this 

is a lot)

https://www.popsci.com/california-five-year-wildfire?dom=rss-default&src=syn#page-2

The Regions of North 

America

California and the Southwest Border Region
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Foundational Issue for Today:

What are the advantages and disadvantages 

of geographically big and small state sizes?

Example: Texas versus Rhode Island.

California and the Southwest

 This module deals with a region that people 

have a lot of difficulty agreeing on – many 

different definitions of what the “southwest” 

is, and where you might find it

 The opening quote of your textbook reading:

◼ “… there is a Southwest but there is little 

agreement to just where it is.” Donald W. Meinig

California and the Southwest

 Q: What does the “Southwest” mean to you?

◼ In terms of geography, on a map

◼ In terms of culture and perception, based on your 

experience and social connections

California and the Southwest

 Today we will mostly examine California and 

the Southwest as a combined region (on 

Wednesday we will deal with the Pacific 

Northwest and the “Northlands”)
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California and the Southwest

 California is one of the most diverse states in 

the union

◼ The largest state: population larger than Canada’s

◼ Varied physical geography: the highest and 

lowest points in the lower 48 states

◼ Urban and rural contrasts: extensive urban 

regions (LA, SF Bay), areas of fertile agriculture 

(San Joaquin valley), and some of the most scenic 

coastlines anywhere

Urban 

California

San Francisco San Francisco

San Francisco San Francisco
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San Francisco Metro Los Angeles

Metro Los Angeles Metro Los Angeles

Metro Los Angeles Metro Los Angeles
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Metro Los Angeles Metro Los Angeles

Metro Los Angeles

L.A.’s Watts Neighborhood

Watts: 

1965 Riots

Mapping L.A. Project

Watts

Downtown 

L.A.

Pacific 

Ocean

Brentwood

Mapping L.A. Project

Ranking LA Neighborhoods 

Based on Dwelling Units 

(“DU”) per Acre

Least 

Dense

Most 

Dense

Watts

Brentwood

Satellite 

Imagery

Buildings 

& Streets
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Focus on Brentwood 

and Watts

Q: What 

differences 

do you see?

Mapping L.A. Project Mapping L.A. Project

Watts 

Income & 

Education 

Profile

Mapping L.A. Project

Watts 

Crime 

Analysis

Denton 

Comparison: 

139.9 per 10,000

This works out to 

91.2 violent 

crimes per 10,000 

people (Denton 

Comparison: 

11.6 per 10,000)

Mapping L.A. Project

Watts Watts
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Rural 

California

California’s Central Valley

California’s Central Valley California’s Central Valley

California’s Coast California’s Coast
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California’s Coast The Dry Interior

The Dry Interior The Dry Interior

CA AZ

California’s Wide 

Range of Climate 

Types

California’s Political Geography

 With such size and diversity comes forces that 

divide

◼ The political case study on pages 318-319 of your 

reading (7th edition) discusses the idea of 

partitioning California into multiple states

◼ People have often discussed a “northern 

California” and a “southern California”, but your 

case study provides a map of a three-state 

alternative
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New California

California

“State-Splitting” is a debate in 

other states as well

http://www.wmfe.org/two-floridas-the-case-for-a-split-state/

“State-Splitting” is a debate in 

other states as well

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_U.S._state_partition_proposals
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Virginia Actually Did It: Split into 

Virginia/West Virginia in 1861

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_U.S._state_partition_proposals

California’s Political Geography

 Q: What do you think would be the “pluses” 

and “minuses” of doing such a 

rearrangement?

◼ Which are the states where you think this could 

be an issue? What would drive this debate?

◼ What about doing the reverse – creating one 

larger state out of a few smaller states?

◼ Small groups for 5 minutes

https://external-preview.redd.it/Eqkar6ULphv1T-

70eu4I3nAR6Zr_yaVuurCiKP2ibvc.jpg?auto=webp&s=4bc55236b329e7ddcb43f6db410a213ab94e8998

US States According to Watershed based on John Wesley Powell's 19th 
Century Proposal

Q: What are the advantages and 

disadvantages of this kind of 

state definition scheme?

http://mentalfloss.com/article/58809/us-map-redrawn-50-states-equal-population

Southwest Physical Geography

 The Southwest region is characterized by a 

warm and dry climate, open spaces, and 

rugged terrain

 Following are some pictures from some recent 

travels I have had in the region
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https://external-preview.redd.it/Eqkar6ULphv1T-70eu4I3nAR6Zr_yaVuurCiKP2ibvc.jpg?auto=webp&s=4bc55236b329e7ddcb43f6db410a213ab94e8998
http://mentalfloss.com/article/58809/us-map-redrawn-50-states-equal-population
http://mentalfloss.com/article/58809/us-map-redrawn-50-states-equal-population
https://mapsontheweb.zoom-maps.com/post/100753965027/the-36-provinces-of-canada-if-every-canadian
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The Grand Canyon, Arizona Monument Valley, Arizona and Utah

San Juan River, Utah Lake Mead, Arizona and Nevada

Red Rock Canyon, Nevada Las Vegas, Nevada 
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Las Vegas, Nevada Las Vegas, Nevada 

Las Vegas, Nevada 

Southwest Physical Geography

 Q: To what extent do you think the physical 

geography of the region shapes what people 

do in the region? Is this changing?

Southwest Physical Geography

 Two factors will continue to limit the human 

development of the Southwest

◼ 1. water shortages: lack of viable sources to 

support population growth, even if growth can 

otherwise be economically sustained

◼ 2. vast distances: many people, much land, much 

travel needed to access other continental 

population centers

Southwest Culture

 Your reading emphasizes the ethnic diversity 

of the region as an intrinsic part of its 

character today

 A region dominated by three cultures

◼ American Indians

◼ Hispanic Americans

◼ Anglo Americans
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Q: How would you describe the geographic 

patterns you see on the two maps?
Southwest Culture

 The US government has used reservations as 

a key part of its strategy to deal with 

American Indians

 Q: What are the advantages and 

disadvantages of such a strategy?

◼ Who sees advantages?

◼ Where might the disadvantages show up, and 

how could/should we deal with them?

Southwest Culture

 The close interaction between cultural groups 

has led to a process of “acculturation”

◼ Cultural sharing and borrowing among groups

 Q: What does acculturation mean to you? 

◼ Have you seen examples of acculturation in your 

life, among your family and friends?

Southwest Culture

 Your reading points out that, even though 

Indian and Hispanic people account for less 

than 50% of the region’s population, the 

influence of these two cultures has not been 

drowned out in an Anglo flood

 Q: why do you think these cultures continue 

to be vibrant in the region?

Southwest Economy

 A key factor that defines life in the region is 

the economic disparities that exist

◼ Generally affluent Anglo communities

◼ Generally poor Hispanic and Native American 

communities

Visible Wealth: Gated Community
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Visible Wealth: Gated Community Visible Wealth: Gated Community

Rural Poverty: Indian Reservation Rural Poverty: Indian Reservation

Rural Poverty: Indian Reservation

Southwest Economy

 A map from your reading defines the poorest 

parts of the region
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Southwest Economy

 Q: What factors contribute to poverty in some 

southwestern communities, and wealth in 

others?

◼ Is geography an important part of this situation?

Southwest Border

 A final aspect of reality for the Southwest is 

the existence of the US-Mexico border

 The border creates both challenges (think of 

the ongoing immigration debates) and 

opportunities

Southwest Border

 An attempt to harness the reality of the border 

for the benefit of both sides is the creation of 

maquiladoras

◼ Businesses that import goods into Mexico duty-

free for processing and assembly in Mexico with 

export back to the US market

◼ Benefit for Mexico: employment of Mexican 

workers

◼ Benefit for US: low cost labor

Maquiladoras in the Mexico/US Border Region

A very significant economic presence

Q: what impact might the presence of Maquiladoras 

just across the border have on US border 

communities (TX, NM, AZ, CA)?

Southwest Border

 We conclude with a brief case study video look at 

manufacturing development in Mexico

◼ Case study told from a Canadian perspective

◼ What has been the impact of increased Mexican 

manufacturing activity on manufacturing in Canada?

◼ What kinds of manufacturing are increasingly drawn to 

Mexico?

◼ What are Canada’s competitive fears here?

How Mexico is Winning the Car 

Manufacturing War
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6HyIEYZOPMs

